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Introduction

This Navigator is a collection of questions and activities intended to support group or independent study of the novel *The Egypt Game* by Zilpha Keatley Snyder. It is one of a series of Navigators developed by the Center for Gifted Education at The College of William and Mary as a language arts resource for teachers and students.

Novel studies should encourage advanced readers to develop their skills at analyzing and interpreting literature through structured questions and activities that highlight themes and concepts, literary elements, and real world connections contained within the books. In addition, novel studies are opportunities for students to develop their own vocabulary and writing skills by exploring and emulating the language and style used by authors.

What are the goals of the Navigator?
The Navigator addresses the following learning goals:

- To develop analytical and interpretive skills in literature.
- To develop understanding of selected literary themes.
- To develop linguistic competency through vocabulary and language study.
- To develop skills in written and oral communication.
- To develop higher level thinking and reasoning skills in language arts.
- To develop research skills.

Who is the audience for the Navigator?
This Navigator is intended for readers of *The Egypt Game*, a novel appropriate for strong readers in the upper elementary grades. This novel meets many of the criteria identified by Baskin and Harris (1980) for books for gifted readers, including rich, varied, exciting language; open-endedness; complexity, leading to interpretive and evaluative behaviors; and problem solving. The novel also meets criteria identified by Miller-Lachman (1992) as considerations for multicultural literature.

How should the Navigator be used?
The Navigator may be used as an instructional tool by a teacher or as an independent study guide by a student or group of students. The central intent is for teachers to use the Navigator to support a novel study with a group of students, selecting questions and activities to assign as desired, given the context. However, teachers may also choose to make the Navigator available to students at a learning center, with expectations specified for students as to which items they should complete.

The Navigator incorporates several types of questions related to the novel. Some of these, identified as “while you read” questions, are specifically intended to be used for reflection and
prediction as students progress through the novel. Other questions are intended for response after the reader has completed the novel, while still others may be answered either during or after reading. All of the questions may be used for writing and/or discussion.

Additional activities beyond the discussion and reflection questions appear at the end of the Navigator. Some of these activities support further development of the language arts skills identified in the goals, while others provide interdisciplinary connections and research applications.

**What are the prerequisites for students using the Navigator?**

Students using the Navigator should be able to complete the novel itself independently and should be familiar with the literary and reasoning terms utilized in questions. In addition, students will be asked to complete activities that utilize several specific teaching/learning models: the **Literature Web**, the **Hamburger Model for Persuasive Writing**, and the **Vocabulary Web**. If these terms and models are new to students, teachers may wish to conduct mini-lessons on them either prior to or during use of the Navigator. Some guidance for using the teaching models is provided on the following pages.

**What additional resources are required to use the Navigator?**


Interdisciplinary and research activities may require additional supplies and access to library and Internet resources. The *Guide to Teaching a Language Arts Curriculum for High-Ability Learners* (Center for Gifted Education, 1998) provides guidance in the use of the literature, persuasive writing, and vocabulary study models used in the Navigator as well as other guidelines for language arts with high-ability populations.

A listing of additional resources and suggestions for additional reading appears at the end of the Navigator.
Teaching Models

The Literature Web

The Literature Web is a model designed to guide interpretation of a literature selection by encouraging a reader to connect personal response with particular elements of the text. The web may be completed independently and/or as a tool for discussion. The recommended use is to have students complete the web independently and then share ideas in a small group, followed by a teacher-facilitated debriefing. The web has five components:

- **Key Words**: interesting, unfamiliar, striking, or particularly important words and phrases contained within the text.
- **Feelings**: the reader’s feelings, with discussion of specific text details inspiring them; the characters’ feelings; and the feelings the reader infers the author intended to evoke.
- **Ideas**: major themes and main ideas of the text; key concepts.
- **Images and Symbols**: notable sensory images in the text; “pictures” in the reader’s mind and the text that inspired them; symbols for abstract ideas.
- **Structure**: the form and structure of the writing and how they contribute to meaning; may identify such features as use of unusual time sequence in narrative, use of voice, use of figurative language, etc.; style of writing.
The Hamburger Model for Persuasive Writing

The Hamburger Model uses the familiar metaphor of a sandwich to help students construct a paragraph or essay. Students begin by stating their point of view on the issue in question (the top bun). They then provide reasons, or evidence, to support their claim; they should try to incorporate at least three supportive reasons (the “patties”). Elaboration on the reasons provides additional detail (the “fixings”). A concluding sentence or paragraph wraps up the sandwich (the bottom bun).
The Vocabulary Web
The Vocabulary Web is a tool for exploring words in depth. It asks students to investigate a single word in detail, finding its definition, synonyms and antonyms, and etymological information. With this information, students then identify “word families,” or other words using the same meaning-based stems as the original word; and they provide an example of the word, which may be a sentence or analogy using the word, a visual or dramatic representation, or another creative form.
In addition to the models discussed here, Navigator developers also used Paul’s (1992) Elements of Reasoning in preparing questions and activities. This model for critical thinking emphasizes the following eight elements: issue, purpose, point of view, assumptions, concepts, evidence, inferences, and implications or consequences. Teachers may wish to introduce these terms to students, using a familiar issue such as something being discussed in the school or community; teachers should then encourage the use of the terms and the model in approaching problems and issues.

The Navigator also contains research assignments that are issue-based and connected to the novel. Students should be encouraged to explore multiple points of view and use human and organizational as well as print resources in their investigations of these real-world issues.

Several resources are listed at the end of the Navigator that may be useful to students and teachers in exploring these models further.
Implementing the Navigator

How long does the Navigator take?
Duration of study depends on teacher preference and number of activities and questions assigned.

How does the Navigator address standards for language arts?
The Navigator was designed with an eye to addressing key standards for language arts identified by the National Council of Teachers of English and the International Reading Association (1996) as well as standards from several state-level education departments. Specifically, the Navigator reflects standards in the following areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards Emphases</th>
<th>Navigator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Use of strategies to understand, interpret and evaluate text</td>
<td>- Provides the student with an organizer for interpreting text (the Literature Web) and guiding questions to support understanding and critical analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use of writing strategies and writing process elements</td>
<td>- Provides writing prompts, a writing model, and emphasis on steps of the writing process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use of spoken and written language for particular audiences and to accomplish particular purposes</td>
<td>- Incorporates activities for writing and speaking that emphasize persuasive, reflective, informative, and narrative communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Knowledge of vocabulary, language structure, and language conventions and analysis of how they are demonstrated in text</td>
<td>- Encourages in-depth word study of advanced vocabulary, including emphasis on etymology and usage of words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Research on issues and areas of interest, with emphasis on utilizing a variety of technological and informational resources to gather data, interpret results, and communicate findings</td>
<td>- Provides several issue-based research assignments for students, emphasizing data collection from print, non-print, and human resources; analysis and synthesis of data; and written and oral communication of findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Participation as members of literacy communities</td>
<td>- Encourages discussion within and beyond the classroom about the specified text and invites similar exploration of other texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emphasis on reading a wide range of literature selections to build understanding of the human experience</td>
<td>- Encourages in-depth study of the specified text as well as comparisons to other selected works; suggests specific titles for further reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**How should the Navigator activities be assigned?**

Teachers should specify expectations for students about the number and type of activities and questions to be completed, as well as expectations for quality of work. Teachers may choose to assign Navigator questions and activities using a combination of required and optional items. Several sample organizations of assignments follow.

**Sample 1 (Teacher-led emphasis):**

- Teacher-led discussion of higher-level questions; 1 to 3 questions assigned for journal response
- Required assignments: Literature Web, persuasive essay OR book review, one Vocabulary Web, one research assignment
- Choice assignments: student choice of THREE remaining activities
- Oral presentation of one completed piece

**Sample 2 (Small-group emphasis):**

- Small-group discussion of higher-level questions, with 4 to 5 questions completed in writing for teacher review
- *Group assignments: Creative story OR concept map, two Vocabulary Webs, one research assignment with group presentation*
- *Individual assignments: Literature Web, persuasive essay OR book review, student choice of TWO remaining activities*

**Sample 3 (Individual emphasis):**

- Written responses to student choice of 2 to 3 discussion questions per category
- Required assignments: one research assignment; student choice of THREE additional activities, of which one must be a completed writing piece; oral presentation of one assignment
**How should the Navigator activities be assessed?**

Teachers should assess student progress based on the quality of individual products and achievement toward the goals of the Navigator. Decisions about which activities to require students to complete should be based on how the selected activities support multiple learning goals.

Question responses should be assessed based on demonstration of insight and ability to use text to support inferences. Writing activities should be assessed based on clarity and insight, and may also be assessed for writing style and mechanics as desired. Oral presentations of completed work should be assessed based on coherence, content, and clarity of the presentation. Teachers may provide rubrics for students related to the required assignments or work with students to develop rubrics for assessment.

Completed Navigator activities should be collected into a folder for assessment, and final assessment may include self-evaluation by the student.

The following chart demonstrates how the Navigator activities support the identified goals:

---

**Alignment of Assignments and Activities to Navigator Goals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion/Writing Questions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature Web</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Review</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary Web</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Essay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Map</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasive Essay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Manual</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact Guidebook</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q &amp; A on Egypt</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel Comparison</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Guide</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue-based Research</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
---


What additional resources are required to use the Navigator?
Most of the activities in the Navigator require only the novel itself and regular classroom
supplies. Vocabulary activities will require the use of a good dictionary, including etymological
information on words. Recommended dictionaries include The American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language and the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary. Interdisciplinary and
research activities may require additional supplies and access to library and Internet resources.
The Guide to Teaching a Language Arts Curriculum for High-Ability Learners (Center for
Gifted Education, 1998) provides guidance in the use of the literature, persuasive writing, and
vocabulary study models used in the Navigator as well as other guidelines for language arts with
high-ability populations.

A listing of additional resources and suggestions for further reading appears at the end of the
Navigator.
Technology Integration

Several opportunities for technology integration and development of technical skills are incorporated in the Navigator. Based on the resources available in your classroom or media center, consider the following uses of technology:

- Use of word processing and/or publishing software for writing assignments. Free internet-based collaborative word processing is available at [http://docs.google.com](http://docs.google.com).

- Use of presentation software for presenting research findings and completed activities. Free internet-based presentation software is available at [http://docs.google.com](http://docs.google.com).

- Use of *Inspiration* or similar software for creation of concept maps. Free internet-based drawing software is available at [http://docs.google.com](http://docs.google.com).

- Use of Audacity, Garage Band or similar software for creation of audio podcasts. Audacity is free, open source software for recording and editing sound available online at [http://audacity.sourceforge.net/](http://audacity.sourceforge.net/).

- Use of Movie Maker, iMovie or similar software for creation of video projects. Free internet-based video editing software is available at [http://www.moviemasher.com/](http://www.moviemasher.com/).


- Use of a free blogging site such as [http://edublogs.org/](http://edublogs.org/), [http://www.blogger.com](http://www.blogger.com), or similar site to create a student or class blog to facilitate an online discussion.


- Use of free videoconferencing software such as [http://www.skype.com/](http://www.skype.com/) to allow students to interact with authors, students in a different place who have read the same book or an individual with life experiences related to the book content.

For additional information about specific pedagogical applications of software for language arts see [http://activitytypes.wmwikis.net/file/view/K-6LiteracyLearningATs-Feb09.pdf](http://activitytypes.wmwikis.net/file/view/K-6LiteracyLearningATs-Feb09.pdf).
Synopsis

The *Egypt Game* tells the adventures of two sixth-grade girls, Melanie Ross and April Hall. April Hall has just moved into her grandmother’s apartment after being left behind by her mother, who returned to Hollywood to continue acting. Despite April’s eccentricity, she becomes quick friends with her neighbor, Melanie Ross, and Melanie’s little brother Marshall. The three children are intrigued by anything that has to do with Egypt, and soon their active imaginations lead them to create their own Egypt land in the empty lot behind the shabby A-Z Antique and Curio Shop. They have their own altars, temples, ceremonies, and oracles. All of their free time and thinking is spent on Egypt, and pretty soon they allow two more classmates to join. Then suddenly their Egypt begins to become strange and perplexing, as mysterious events make the children wonder about their creation.
While You Read…

Why do you think the Professor is so interested in watching the beginning of the Egypt Game?

Why do you think April continues to dress and act as though she is from Hollywood?

Why do you think the other students at April’s school refer to her as “their own private oddball”? How did they come to think of her this way?
What do you think of the decision to invite Toby and Ken to join the Egypt Game? Why is the chapter in which this happens titled “Elizabethan Diplomacy”?

What do you think are Toby and Ken’s intentions for becoming a part of Egypt?

What is an oracle? Why does Toby ask Mrs. Granger to define what one is? What are the implications of incorporating the idea of an oracle into the Egypt Game?
Why do the Egyptians start arguing after the second message from the oracle? How are their feelings about Egypt changing?

Why does the Professor decide to put more time and energy into his store again?
Exploring the Story

How does April feel about living with her grandmother, Caroline? Does she listen to her grandmother and follow her instructions? Why or why not? How does their relationship change over the course of the novel?

Why do the children choose to create Egypt? Why do they decide to use the lot behind the Professor’s store for their new land?

Why does Marshall insist that he must have Security with him at all times? What happens when Security isn’t with him? What does this show about the character of Marshall?
How do Toby and Ken change what happens in Egypt? Do you think these changes make Egypt better or worse? Why?

What does the Professor use as his reasoning for watching the children play in Egypt? How do the children react to learning more about the Professor?

Explain the decision that April and Melanie make about Egypt. What influenced their decision? Do you think it was a good decision? Why or why not?
Meeting the Characters

Why does Melanie at first have a problem understanding and dealing with April? How does their relationship develop over the course of the book?

Why do Melanie and April agree to allow Elizabeth to join Egypt? What role does Elizabeth come to play?

What does the creation of Egypt tell us about the character of April and her relationships with others? How does April change over the course of the book? How are these changes reflected in the evolution of Egypt?
How does the author use the character of the Professor to create suspense? Were you surprised at what was revealed about the Professor? Why or why not?

How do April’s relationships with her mother and grandmother change over the course of the novel? Do the changes surprise you? Why or why not?

Why does Marshall give April “one of his rare starry smiles” when they are at the police station?
Understanding the Ideas

What does the book show the reader about the concept of relationships?

Why does April refuse the invitation to spend Christmas with her mother and Nick?

April’s new home, the Casa Rosada, is referred to as “The Petrified Birthday Cake.” What else in April’s life might also be adequately defined using this metaphor? Why?
Toward the end of the story the Professor is described as follows: “he looked pretty much as April remembered him and his voice was still gravelly and grave, but he seemed younger, somehow, and more lively”. What does this reveal about the Professor and his experiences and feelings?

What is meant by the comment that April “gave an internal nod of approval”?

Explain what is meant by the comment that “When somebody saves your life, it makes him sort of your property.”
Connecting to You

At one point in the story April, Elizabeth, Melanie, and Marshall become petrified with fear. Their feelings are described: “In all four Egyptians frozen fear boiled at once into a choking mixture of anger and relief.” Describe a time when you were full of fear. What generated this fear, and how did you overcome it?

When the questions for the oracle are returned with answers, nobody will claim responsibility for the answers. All the children accuse each other, but nobody will take the blame. Analyze this occurrence and relate it to a time in your life when someone you knew wouldn’t admit responsibility for some action or outcome. What happened in the end?
The Professor told the children that his late wife was an artist while he was an anthropologist. She defined anthropologists as “only interested in people in general while she liked people in particular - and she did, too”. Do you like people more in general or in particular? What qualities do you admire? What qualities disturb you? Think of your best friend. Why do you like him or her so much?

In what directions does your imagination take you? Do you like elaborate games, or do you write stories, or do you explore imaginary worlds in some other way?
Differentiated Activities for Gifted Learners

Complete a Literature Web about the novel, or a specific chapter in the novel. Fill in responses to each of the bubbles, using the questions below as a guide.

Key Words: What were some words and phrases in the novel that were especially interesting or important?

Feelings: What feelings did you have while reading this novel? What feelings did the characters have? How were those feelings expressed?

Ideas: What was the main idea or theme of the novel? What other major ideas and concepts were important? What message was the author trying to give about those ideas?

Images/Symbols: How did the author use description and imagery in the novel? What sensory images came to your mind? How did the author use symbols?

Structure: What type of writing was this? What literary and style elements did the author use? How did the structure of the writing contribute to the meaning of the novel?
Use the Hamburger Model as a guide to help you organize your responses to the activities on the following pages.

THE HAMBURGER MODEL FOR PERSUASIVE WRITING

Introduction
(State a point of view.)

Reason
Elaboration
Reason
Elaboration
Reason
Elaboration

Conclusion

Elaboration
Write a book review about the novel. In your review, state and explain your point of view about the quality of the novel and provide specific details about why you would or would not recommend this book to other students your age. Use the Hamburger Model as a guide, and follow the steps of the writing process to review and revise.
Create a persuasive essay in which you argue the benefits of imaginary games you create in your mind versus board games or computer games. You should include examples from the book and from your own life experiences. Some examples of creative play could be imaginary friends, make-believe games such as doctor and school, and dress-up. Choose a position to defend, use the Hamburger Model to organize your writing, and use the steps of the writing process to review and revise.
Choose one of the following quotes from the novel. Use the quote as the first line of a story. You may interpret the quote any way you like, but the story must remain connected to it and demonstrate your understanding of it. The story must involve knowledge you have learned about Ancient Egypt.

- “She knew she ought to feel grateful, but for some reason what she really felt was angry.”
- “...a walk to the library could become an exploration of forbidden land, or a shiny pebble on the sidewalk could be a magic token from an invisible power.”
- “...there was something about the absolute nothingness behind it that was a little bit frightening, like putting out your hand to touch something that wasn’t really there.”
Create a concept map about how one of these ideas is explored in the novel: 
relationships, loss, renewal, creativity, belief, identification, or dependence. Use specific characters and events from the novel to demonstrate how the concept is developed. Then write at least at least two generalizations you can make about the concept. A sample concept map is started for you below.
Design your own instruction manual on how to create Egypt. You must include all the objects and portrayals in the book as well as five creative additions of your own. Make sure you consider the history and customs of Egypt.
Do a “word study” of one or more of the vocabulary words (listed below) from the novel. Find out the definition of the word, synonyms and antonyms, and word stems and origin. Then find at least three other words that use one or more of your word’s stems, and create an example to explain your word (a sentence, an analogy, a visual representation, etc.) Use the Vocabulary Web to organize your responses.

bier     corrugated
crinoline curios
façade    gravelly
grotto    haughtiness
ibis      indignantly
lair       leer
monolith   oracle
papyrus   pert
pomp       quavered
reluctant taut
treadle

VOCABULARY WEB
Select an artifact you think could belong in the Professor’s A-Z Antiques and Curio Shop. Research this artifact for the store and create a guide book to describe its importance. The artifact may come from any culture you feel would be represented in the Professor’s shop.

*The Egypt Game* discusses the religion of ancient Egypt in some detail. Some terms that are discussed pertaining to religion are temples, pyramids, Gods, Pharaohs, and reincarnation. Conduct research to learn of the importance of religion in Ancient Egypt. For example, why did the Egyptians follow the procedure of mummification? Create a question and answer guide about religion in ancient Egypt. Include a chart or diagram in which you compare and contrast Egyptian religious practices with those of another ancient civilization such as Greece or Rome.
Even though April and Melanie have never visited Egypt, they still know a great deal. When they create their own Egypt, they include altars, temples, and biers. All of the items reflect the architecture of Ancient Egypt. After conducting research, create a travel brochure for Ancient Egypt that highlights the great architecture of the period.

Invent an advertisement for a department store that sells Ancient Egyptian clothing. The advertisement should include clothing for both men and women. These clothing items must be labeled. Proper research must be conducted in order to become knowledgeable about the clothing Ancient Egyptians wore. In addition to the content, think carefully about the language of your advertisement and how to use language to make a product more enticing to consumers.
Read the book *The Gypsy Game*, also written by Zilpha Keatley Snyder. Compare and contrast the elements of mystery and suspense the author uses in these two books. In a letter to a friend, discuss the similarities and differences between gypsies and Ancient Egyptians and between the two books.

Show how the role that the Professor played in the end was so instrumental by creating a pamphlet that illustrates the importance of always letting your parents know where you are. Include tips on who should be notified in case of an emergency.
Define an issue question related to one of the real-world issues reflected in the novel. Some of the issues you might address include Halloween safety, after-school activities for children, peer pressure, sibling rivalry, inner-city crime, or single-parent homes. Conduct research to collect evidence and stakeholder views related to your question. Write a paper in which you explain your issue and take a position on it, using your research to support your point of view and to make recommendations related to the issue.
Resources

Teacher Resources

Boyce, L. N. (1997). *A guide to teaching research skills and strategies in grades 4-12*. Williamsburg, VA: Center for Gifted Education.

For further reading – some other books by Zilpha Keatley Snyder

*The Gypsy Game*
*The Headless Cupid*
*Witches of Worm*

For further reading – some other books you might enjoy

*Ancient Egypt (Eyewitness)* by George Hart
*Ancient Egypt/Book and Treasure Chest* by George Hart
*The Golden Goblet* by Eloise Jarvis
*Mara, Daughter of the Nile* by Eloise Jarvis
*The Mummy Monster Game* by Roy Pond
*The Mummy Tomb Hunt* by Roy Pond
*Pharaohs and Kings* by David Rohl
*Maniac Magee* by Jerry Spinelli
*The Long Secret* by Louise Fitzhugh
*Bridge to Terabithia* by Katherine Paterson
Useful websites

http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/ (British Museum site on Ancient Egypt)

http://www.pnc.com.au/~roypond/ (Mummies, Mystery, and Magic Scrapbook; also contains a list of other young adult books on Egypt)

http://members.aol.com/donnandlee/#EGYPT (A list of lesson plans and units for teaching Ancient Egypt)

http://scitsc.wlv.ac.uk/university/scit/modules/mm2217/en.htm (Egyptian numerals web site)


http://www.greatscott.com/hiero/ (Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphics)

http://www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/egyp/egyptg.html (Teacher's Guide to The Egypt Game from the San Diego County Office of Education)

http://www.sosnet.com/safety/safety1.html (Children's safety zone)

http://www.childrenssafetynetwork.org/ (National Injury and Violence Prevention Resource Center)

http://www.halloweenmagazine.com/play.html (Halloween safety game)

http://www.microweb.com/lsnyder/home.html (author page)

http://www.wwnorton.com/introlit/glossary_a.htm (webpage on the elements of literature)

http://www.virtualsalt.com/litterms.htm (a glossary of literary terms)

https://www.merriam-webster.com/ (Merriam-Webster Dictionary site)